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EVs in the News
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• “Hockey Stick Growth” for EVs

• The Cost Per Mile for Charging Is Equal to $1/Gallon

• Volkswagen to Invest $2 Billion in EV Infrastructure Over 10 Years

• EVs Can Avert Climate Change and the Utility Death Spiral

• Electric Cars to Account for All New Vehicle Sales in Europe by 2035

• Ford Adding 13 EV Models by 2020

• EVs Can Offer Grid Services at Bargain Prices

• Is 350-Kilowatt Ultra-Fast Charging the Future of EV Refueling?

Headlines Have Good News . . .
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• IEA Predicts Oil Will Remain the Dominant Fuel Choice for 
Transportation for Decades

• Georgia EV Sales Fall 80% Without Tax Credit 

• To Date, There Are No Charging Companies Making Money

• What Will Happen to All Those Batteries?

• Sometimes Charging Is Pricier than Gassing Up

• California, Oklahoma Impose New Fees on EVs

• Administration Evaluates Delay in Vehicle Efficiency Standards

. . . But Also Some Bad News



Prognosticators Have Different Views

“The EV revolution is going to hit the car market even harder and faster 
than  . . .  predicted a year ago. EVs are on track to accelerate to 54% of new 
car sales by 2040. Tumbling battery prices mean that EVs will have lower 
lifetime costs, and will be cheaper to buy, than internal combustion engine 
(ICE) cars in most countries by 2025-29.”

Bloomberg New Energy Finance
Electric Vehicle Outlook 2017



“Battery electric vehicles (BEV) sales increase from less than 1% to 6% of 
total light-duty vehicles sold in the United States over 2016–40, and plug-
in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) sales increase from less than 1% to 4% 
over the same period.” 

U.S. Energy Information Administration
Annual Energy Outlook 2017 



What’s a Utility to Do? 
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• Charging infrastructure

• Tariff considerations

• Incentives

• Customer interest and equity

• Partnership opportunities

to name just a few .  .  .

There Are Lots of Issues to Consider

The Brattle Group

EVs could increase 
electricity demand by 
56% by 2050.



EV Infrastructure
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• Single Family Residential 

• Multi-Unit Dwellings

• Workplaces 

• Commercial sites, e.g., shopping centers, Main Street

• Underserved communities

• Major transportation corridors

• Vehicle fleets

• “Destinations,” e.g., parks, theaters

Each presents its own issues.

Sites for EV Infrastructure
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• Will you provide it and where?  
– Will you impose conditions on hosts?

• Will you fund it?

• Will you partner with charging infrastructure developers or build it 
yourself?
– Infrastructure developers aggressively assert that charging is not a utility function.

• What technology will you support, Level 1 (8 hours), Level 2 (4 hours), 
ultra-fast (30 minutes or less)?

• Will any infrastructure you support be able to adapt as the technology 
advances?

Utility Role in EV Infrastructure



EV Tariff Questions
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If fueling EVs is more expensive than gasoline, EV growth will be slow.
• Time of use rates can move charging to optimal times.

– Is that overnight?
– In solar-heavy environments, TOU rates, combined with workplace charging, may help to 

smooth “duck curve” demand.

• Should EV chargers be separately metered to encourage favorable charging 
behavior?
– “Managed charging” is likely least cost charging for all

• Will existing tariffs penalize EV owners for high electricity use?
• Public charging sites, particularly on or near highways, are likely less 

responsive to TOU tariffs, but can be hurt by high demand charges
– Should ultra-fast charging cost more?
– Should public charging stations incur demand charges that sharply increase fuel cost?

EV-Friendly Tariff Options 
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• Do customers want an all-renewable source for EV charging?
– Can you provide it?

• Do you want to use EV aggregation to support demand response or 
affirmative grid support?
– The tools exist and aggregators are developing differing business models for demand 

response

– As battery technology improves and vehicle manufacturers add bi-directional charging 
functionality, more grid support is likely to be realistic

– Communications technology is a key part of the picture (more IoT)

• Are there restrictions on the resale of electricity that need modification if 
others own the charging infrastructure?

EV Tariffs Should Evolve



EV Incentives
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• Enthusiasm for EVs has given rise to some 
“wow” incentives.
– Manufacturer rebates, federal and state tax credits, 

unlimited free charging, free airport parking at 
chargers, free residential charging 

• Increased EV charging when other power 
demand is declining can benefit all customers 
by maximizing the use of the distribution 
system and available generation
– But overdoing incentives can over-reward a small 

subset of customers

– As the net metering wars have shown, incentives 
should be carefully crafted and sustainable

Incentives and Customer Equity

Severin Borenstein
Energy Institute at Haas

Free EV charging? Free 
parking for EVs? Higher 
speed limits for EVs?  
Free massages?  Where 
do you draw the 
“ridiculous” line?
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• Stricter CAFE standards that were driving EV growth are under review

• In the short term, EVs are not all-purpose vehicles

• Battery technology still needs to improve a lot

• People who want EVs want low carbon power

Cautionary Notes for EV Enthusiasts
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• EV-friendly tariffs present no risk of 
stranded investment

• Europe and China are fully committed to 
EVs
– Cars are a global product

• Autonomous vehicles will be electric
• There are many opportunities to 

partner:
– EV and charger manufacturers
– Charging infrastructure providers
– Aggregators: demand response and grid support
– Employers and real estate managers
– Volkswagen’s Electrify America

Cautionary Notes for EV Skeptics



Thank you for your attention.

Mary Anne Sullivan
maryanne.sullivan@hoganlovells.com

T: 202-637-3695
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